Deep neural networks whose parameters are distributed according to typical initialization schemes exhibit undesirable properties that can emerge as the number of layers increases. These issues include a vanishing dependency on the input and a concentration on restrictive families of functions including constant functions. We address these problems by considering the limit of infinite total depth and examine the conditions under which we achieve convergence to well-behaved continuoustime processes. Doing so we establish the connection between infinitely deep residual networks and solutions to stochastic differential equations, i.e. diffusion processes. We show that deep neural networks satisfying such connection don't suffer from the mentioned pathologies and analyze the SDE limits to shed light on their behavior.
Introduction
Modern deep learning models feature a large number of layers and parameters. As stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is by large the most common training paradigm for these models, how to initialize parameters has received considerable attention. Early work on initialization schemes focused on stabilizing the variance across the layers of deep neural networks [4, 7] . More recent research [18, 20] considered the impact of initialization schemes to the propagation of the input signal through the layers of networks which are very wide. Even when initialized for optimal signal propagation, neural networks layers corresponding to a fixed i.i.d. initialization progressively exhibit pathological properties as their depth increases. On one side, the dependency on the input eventually vanishes for most activation functions [14, 18, 20] . Additionally, the layers seen as random functions on the input space eventually concentrate on restrictive families including constant functions [6] . As an example we show in Fig. 1 function samples from the output of a deep feedforward neural network for two activation functions under edge of chaos initializations [6] that optimally transmit the input signal. In the tanh case the input has no discernible impact on the output, as can be seen by the constant marginal distributions, and the sampled functions are almost constant. This behavior is representative of most smooth activation functions used in practice [6] . In the ReLU case the input affects the variance of the output and the function samples are piece-wise linear. In both cases, the outputs corresponding to any two inputs (aside from a 0 input in the ReLU case, as it is a constant) end up perfectly correlated.
Intuitively, the difficulties discussed so far are due to the constant level of randomness introduced between subsequent layers under typical initialization schemes. In this paper we consider initializations that depend on the number of layers, in such a way that the parameters' distribution shrinks as the number layers increases. This allows us to establish the key contribution of the present paper: as the number of layers increases, a class of neural network models with residual architecture converges jointly over multiple inputs to diffusion processes on a finite time interval. The conditions required for attaining convergence will guide us in selecting compatible neural network architectures, activation functions and parameters distributions. These diffusion processes satisfy suitable stochastic differential equations (SDE) that describe the evolution of infinitely deep neural network layers over figure; for each input the 5%, 50% and 95% quantiles are displayed in orange.
time (depth). We will show that an immediate consequence of our results is that deep neural networks constructed this way don't suffer from the issues exemplified above. Moreover, the connection with SDEs will allows us to shed light on the properties of very deep neural networks in a general framework which includes finitely wide neural networks, correlated parameter distributions at the layer level, and convolutional architectures.
We adopt the following notation. Tensors (matrices, vectors) are indexed via subscripts (x i , h i,j , . . . ), and we make use of '•' to index all elements and of ':' to index ranges; we do not make distinction between vectors and n × 1 matrices; for a matrix h, h is its transpose, and if h is square diag(h) is its diagonal vector and Tr(h) is its trace; the norm of a vector x is x = √ x x; if y is another vector their inner product is x, y = x y; the norm of a matrix h is h = Tr(h h); for two matrices h and g, hg stands for matrix multiplication and h ⊗ g stands for Kronecker product; for a tensor u, vec(u) is its vectorization; for random variables z and w, var[z] is the variance of z, cov[z, w] is the covariance between z and w and ρ[z, w] is their correlation; for two random vectors
of a random tensor u is the tensor of the expectations of its elements; we make use of Pr() for the probability measure.
Neural SDEs Limits

Diffusion Processes and SDEs
There are many ways to construct continuous-time stochastic processes as limiting dynamics of discrete-time processes, and in this work we consider the simplest case where the limiting process has continuous paths. In all the neural network architectures considered in this work each layer depends exclusively on the previous one, i.e. the stochastic process given by the sequence of layers has the Markov property. These two conditions identify diffusion processes [21] , which are continuous-time Markov processes with continuous paths, as natural candidates for the limiting process.
When establishing convergence to a diffusion process, the main quantities of interest are the infinitesimal drift vector µ x and the infinitesimal diffusion matrix σ x , which are obtained from:
with σ x being the square root of σ 2 x . Indeed, diffusion processes arise as (non-explosive, unique) solutions to SDEs, which are stochastic versions of ordinary differential equations (ODE). For some drift and diffusion coefficients µ x , σ x a SDE is described by:
where w t is a driving Brownian motion [11] of compatible dimensionality. While considerable challenges stand behind a formal definition of (3), it is easy to give an intuitive characterization of its dynamics. In particular, consider the following discretization of (3):
where ε t is a N (0, 1) random vector. It can be seen that under suitable conditions, and in a sense to be made precise [12] , the discretization (4) converges to the solution of (3), and we recognize the Euler discretization of an ODE in the first part of this equation.
Compatible Architectures
To obtain diffusion limits it is necessary to consider a specific form of residual architectures. From now on we denote with x l , l = 1, . . . , d l , the layers of a neural network of d l layers, and with x 0 the input. Let ∆t = T /d l define an infinitesimal unit of time, the role of T > 0 will be clarified later, and let ∆x l = x l+1 − x l define the increments of x l . To achieve convergence to a diffusion process we need Pr( ∆x l > ε|x l ) ↓ 0 as ∆t ↓ 0 for any ε > 0, i.e. we require the increments to vanish eventually. Intuitively this is due to the continuity of the paths of the limiting diffusion process and is a consequence of (2).
A fully connected feedforward neural network is expressed by the relationship
Shrinking increments would imply that for all x, φ(W l x + b l ) can be made arbitrarily concentrated around x with a suitable choice of distributions for (W l , b l ). This cannot be achieved unless φ is linear or the distribution of (W l , b l ) depends on x. Indeed, fixing x determines the values around which (W l , b l ) need to concentrate for the increments to vanish (if any). Hence the increments will not vanish for a different x = x, a fact that is most easily seen in the specific case where (W l , b l ) are scalars.
The same reasoning rules out the residual network architecture (ResNet) originally introduced in the work of [8] , where
. This leaves us with the identity ResNet of [9] where:
for some choice of F l which we require, eventually, to vanish. Even though we only considered fully connected neural networks so far, the exact same considerations apply to convolutional neural networks, as a convolutional transform at a given position can be expressed by matrix multiplication.
Shallow Residual Blocks
We consider the simplest implementation of a residual architecture which consists of shallow residual blocks, each one composed of a single layer which can be convolutional or fully connected. In fully connected neural network, each layer x l is an element of R dc where d c denotes the number of features. For the convolutional case, we focus on 2D convolutions to simplify the exposition. Hence
where d c is the number of channels, and d h and d w are respectively the height and the width of the input image. We also restrict to square filters of size d k × d k where d k is odd, in which case the off-center range of the filter is e k = (d k − 1)/2. Finally, to keep the dimensionality constant we use unitary strides in both height and width dimensions and pad each x l with e k pixels boarders. For notational convenience, we enumerate the set of d γ = d h × d w positions (the ordering doesn't matter as long as it is used consistently) and let 
h+e k ,w−e k :w+e k ,• . Thus in both the fully connected case and the convolutional case we see W as a matrix, but we keep the freedom to index W like a tensor in the convolutional case when it is convenient to do so (for instance when defining its distribution). With this choices of notation and conventions the fully connected network can be expressed as a particular case of a convolutional network on a single pixel with
We will thus refer to features in fully connected models as channels.
In general, each residual block F l results from an interleaved application of linear or convolutional transforms and non-linear activation functions. Here we consider the case of shallow residual blocks with 2 activation functions φ : R → R, ψ : R → R: 
Assumptions on Parameters Distribution and Activation Functions
We introduce the assumptions that result in vanishing increments at an appropriate rate. These assumptions will be used to prove convergence to SDE limits. For shallow residual blocks, the vanishing increments requirement is satisfied by having the distributions of W 
Assumption 2.2 (Activation Functions Regularity). The function φ : R → R satisfies: φ(0) = 0, φ is continuously differentiable three times on R, its second and third derivatives have at most exponential tails growth, i.e. for some k > 0:
The function ψ : R → R is locally bounded and continuously differentiable two times on R.
Joint Diffusion Limits
We derive the explicit SDE limit for convolutional ResNets under tensor-normal distribution assumptions jointly over two inputs (for ease of exposition, the extension to multiple inputs is as expected). The tensor-normal distribution is a generalization of the matrix-normal distribution [5] to tensors. Moreover, Theorem A.2 and Theorem A.3 in the Supplementary Material (SM) provide the most general SDE limits obtainable in shallow residual architectures.
We now move from integer steps (layer depth) to time steps by defining with slight abuse of notation x t = x l∆t , l = 0, . . . , d l therefore t = 0, . . . , T . In Theorem 2.1 a continuous time interpolation is needed because we are seeking a continuous-time limiting process from a discrete-time one. And we consider a weak solution and weak uniqueness, as opposed to their strong counterparts, as we are interested exclusively in distributional properties. More details on these and other points, including the exact form of convergence, are found in the SM and in [21] but knowledge of these points is not required to follow the presentation. Theorem 2.1. For l = 0, 1, . . . and γ = 1, . . . , d γ let:
is the covariance matrix of b l , and for
converges to the (weakly) unique (weak) solution on the time interval [0, T ] of:
, and
In the fully i.i.d. 0-mean case where σ 
Neural SDEs Properties
Non-vanishing input dependency: an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 is that the distribution of the output given the input p(x d l |x 0 ) = p(x T |x 0 ) converges to the transition density p(x T |x 0 ) where we use x to denote the limiting SDE solution. As T is finite, the dependency on the input doesn't vanish in the limit of infinite depth and can be controlled via the parameter distributions and the integration time T .
Flexible output distributions: as the diffusion matrix of Theorem 2.1 is in general non-singular the evolution corresponding to 2 different inputs is in general not perfectly correlated and the output distribution remains flexible in the limit of infinite depth. This perfect correlation is recovered by degenerate parameter distributions, the case of fully i.i.d. distributions without W l being (a not very relevant) example. Moreover, in contrast with infinitely-wide networks (see Section 5), the layers are not Normally distributed over inputs, and therefore not uniquely determined by the covariance kernel.
Role of integration time: a standard time-change result for SDEs [19] implies that time-scaling a SDE is equivalent to multiplying the drift and diffusion coefficients respectively by the scaling constant and by the square root of the scaling constant, as can be intuitively seen from (4) . Due to the specific form of the drift and diffusion coefficients obtained here, this means that scaling the integration time T and the parameters in opposite ways doesn't affect the dynamics of the SDE when weights and biases have 0 mean, in which case we can restrict T = 1 without loss of generality.
Correlated parameter distributions: in all the SDEs the dependency on the state z t goes through linear transformations, quadratic forms, and weighted inner products of ψ(x t, γ ), ψ(y t, γ ). This shed some light on the impact of introducing dependencies among each dimension of W l . Specifically, Σ W R , Σ W C and Σ W I define the structure of the quadratic forms / inner weighted products, while Σ W O defines how such transforms affect each channel c. 
of these sub-matrices. When considering the dynamics for a single input these dimension are halved among each side and the constant values of these sub-matrices depends on ψ(x t, γ ) ψ(x t, ,γ ). As these transformations are permutation invariant in c, the law of the processes x t,c is exchangeable across c = 1, . . . , d c if the distribution of x 0,c is so.
Role of activation functions: in the limit of infinite depth only the local properties of φ at the origin determine the properties of the neural network, which instead depends on the global properties of ψ. This is due to the way the parameters shrink in shallow residual blocks. Moreover the choice of activation functions determines whether infinitely deep neural networks can have explosive dynamics.
Explosive solutions: without further assumptions the solutions to the limiting SDEs can be explosive. The potentially troublesome term is the drift due to the quadratic forms / weighted inner products. A sufficient condition for non-explosivity, see Assumption A.3 in the SM, is satisfied if either: i) the activation function ψ exhibits at most square-root growth, in particular ψ is bounded; or ii) ψ exhibits at most linear growth, in particular ψ is the identity function, and φ (0) = 0, in particular φ = tanh. Outside of these cases, the explosion probability can still be negligible from a practical point of view as the process needs to move to (or start in) regions sufficiently far from the origin to commence a divergent trajectory, see the SM Section B.1 for a numerical experiment.
Non-smooth activation functions: the diffusion limits we have obtained are based on a sufficiently smooth function φ per Assumption 2.2. Given the popularity of the ReLU activation function φ(a) = max(0, a) we consider here a brief analysis which includes it. Assume that φ(a) is positively homogeneous, i.e. φ(αa) = αφ(a) for α > 0, h is random variable, and γ > 0 then:
. Comparing these with (1) and (2), we see that unless E[φ(h)] = 0, choosing γ = 1/2 would result in the drift term blowing up. The alternative of choosing γ = 1 recovers a non stochastic limit which can be interpreted as a specific form of [2] .
Numerical Experiments
In this section we show empirically that the dependency on the input is retained and the output distribution doesn't exhibit perfect correlation for residual networks constructed as in the present paper. We consider the case of fully i.i.d. 0-mean distributions with σ w has a stabilizing effect and has been used to obtain well-defined limits in [14, 18, 20] . In the first experiment d c = 500 and two d c -dimensional inputs are set to constant values: x 0,• = 0 and y 0,• = 1. We simulate 5000 draws of x T,1 , y T,1 , i.e. the first channel of the model outputs x T , y T corresponding to inputs x 0 , y 0 , according to two schemes: i) sampling the ResNets parameters and evolving the inputs across the layers, this it the typical setting of a forward pass with a mini-batch of size two; ii) sampling the Euler discretization (4) of the limiting SDE, which holds for d l ↑ ∞. We focus on the first channel because as we noted before in this setting the channels are exchangeable. As d l is large we expect good agreement between the distributions corresponding to the two schemes. We report the Results of this experiment in Fig. 2 where indeed good agreement is observed. From the center and right plots we see that x T,1 and y T,1 are differently distributed, meaning the input dependency is retained, and from the left plot we see that they are not perfectly correlated, otherwise the KDE would collapse to a straight line (see also Section B.2 of the SM). 
Related Work
Correspondences between infinitely-wide feedforward neural networks and Gaussian processes are now well understood. See, e.g., [14, 3, 15] . Under appropriately scaled i.i.d. initializations and weak regularity conditions, the pre-activations of every layer seen as stochastic functions on input space converge to i.i.d. (across channels) centered Gaussian Processes (GP) as the number of channels goes to infinity.
In this infinitely-wide setting, the most relevant connection with our work is the information propagation formalism developed in [18, 20] , and extended and formalized in [6] . In a very interesting line of research, these authors analyze the propagation through the layers of the covariance of a given pre-activation over pairs of inputs, which defines the GP behavior. The plane defined by (σ ) is divided into a stable region and a chaotic region, with the edge of chaos (EOC) curve in-between where the signal propagates optimally. The work of [23] extends the information propagation analysis to residual networks, but in this case the variance grows unbounded over layers therefore no limit in the depth dimension can be obtained. In all cases, the correlation of pre-activations for pairs of inputs converges to 1, even though the convergence can be slowed to polynomial (EOC / residual networks) instead of exponential. In contrast, our present work focuses on finitely-wide networks, covers correlated parameters and (albeit simple) convolutional and fully connected residual architectures, with the most prominent difference being the scaling of the parameters with the number of layers. Again in the wide-limit setting, a relevant connection is with the dynamical isometry approach of [17, 22] where orthogonal initializations are proposed based on an analysis of the input-output Jacobian matrix of deep networks. It would be informative to derive the SDE limits corresponding to scaled orthogonal initializations using (slightly adjusted versions of) Theorem A.2 and Theorem A.3 from the SM.
Focusing on gradient descent dynamics, [25] consider residual networks architectures which are not encompassed yet by our analysis. Some of the model parameters are initialized with the same scaling of our work, but the residual blocks are multiplied by trainable parameters initialized at 0 which results in non-stochastic output distributions.
Finally, our work can be seen as a stochastic variant of the work of [2] , where we focused on scaling the parameters distribution instead of modifying the ResNet architecture by multiplying the residual blocks by ∆t.
Conclusions
We have established the convergence of identity ResNets [9] to solutions of SDEs as the number of layers goes to infinity. Our results rely on smooth activation functions and on model parameters which scale with the inverse square root of the number of layers. Further conditions on the activation functions are obtained by restricting the limiting SDEs to be non explosive. Finally, as the infinitesimal evolution of SDEs is characterized by their infinitesimal mean and covariance, it seemed natural to assume that model's parameters have Normal distributions. However, the results presented in this work can be strengthened to hold for more general classes of distributions.
Building on the connection between infinitely deep networks and diffusion processes we showed that, as the number of layers goes to infinity: i) the model output doesn't collapse to a deterministic limit, nor does it diverge to infinity, i.e. it converges to a well-behaved conditional probability distribution; ii) the dependency of the model output on the model input doesn't vanish; iii) the model output as stochastic function on input space remains flexible without collapsing to restrictive families of distributions. Additionally, we investigated some properties of very deep neural networks, including the role of correlated parameters at the layer level and what kind of activation function can give rise to explosive behavior.
We conclude this work by briefly discussing the relevance of our results. The desire of obtaining flexible distributions in function space is especially relevant for Bayesian inference. For instance, a prior model that puts all the probability mass on constant functions cannot fit non-constant functions, compromising inference performance. Far from being a theoretical concern, these issues frustrate the performance of practical algorithms such as rejection-ABC [1] . While our results are a "pre-requisite" to construct infinitely deep models, in order to obtain competitive performance more attention needs to be paid to architectural choices, also at the level of input and output layers. Moreover, results on forward propagation do not trivially translate to corresponding results on gradient back-propagation.
With this in mind, we now list a few promising directions to extend the present work. Firstly, we can narrow the gap between theory and practice by considering more realistic residual blocks consisting of multiple layers as in the work [25] . Different diffusion limits correspond to different ways of shrinking the residual block parameters; moreover, when residual blocks are not shallow it is possible to keep the number of ResNet channels constant and consider wider networks in the residual blocks intermediate layers only as in [24] . Secondly, the same techniques applied in this work to derive the evolution of the forward dynamics of infinitely deep networks can be used to derive the evolution of the input-output Jacobian matrix. This direction of work is especially relevant in the context of SGD training. In particular, it would pave the way to optimal re-parametrizations for SGD and extensions of the results of [10, 13] to infinitely deep networks. Thirdly, stable behavior has been empirically observed with appropriate scaling of the weight parameters as the wideness d c increases. It would be instructive to characterize the behavior of neural networks which are both infinitely deep and infinitely wide.
To conclude, the field of SDEs is a mature and rich one, see for instance [16, 11, 19, 12, 21] , with a vast array of established theoretical results and simulation methods. We hope that the techniques introduced in this work may prove useful as a tool in analyzing the properties of neural networks in additional settings. 
A General Theory and Proofs
This section contains: i) a review of results useful in establishing convergence to diffusion limits; ii) proofs of convergence results for shallow residual blocks ResNets which corresponds to parameters with a generic multivariate Normal distribution; iii) proofs of Theorem 2.1 from the main text and of the corresponding fully connected case.
A.1 Diffusion Limits
We review results which are useful in establishing convergence to diffusion limits. Let x l , l = 0, 1, . . . be a generic d-dimensional discrete-time Markov process. Let ∆t > 0 define an infinitesimal unit of time and ∆x l = x l+1 − x l define the increments of x l . We will rely on the following condition where it's implicit that the distribution p(x l |x l−1 ) depends on ∆t.
Assumption A.1 (Infinitesimal Coefficients). Let x l , l = 0, 1, . . . be a d-dimensional discrete-time Markov process, and assume that there exist µ x (x) :
for some δ > 0, where all convergences are uniform on compacts of R 
The infinitesimal evolution of diffusion processes is characterized by its infinitesimal mean vector (1) and infinitesimal covariance matrix (2), so the first two limits pinpoint the form of the limiting stochastic evolution. Condition (3) is a technical one in the sense that it allows us to consider the limits (1) and (2) instead of their truncated version [3] .
Under additional assumptions, the following result establishes that in the limit x l can be embedded in a diffusion process.
Theorem A.1. Let x l , l = 0, 1, . . . be a d-dimensional discrete-time Markov process, and define the continuous-time process x t on t ∈ [0, T ] by continuous-on-right step-wise-constant interpolation of x l :
for some T > 0.
Preprint. Under review.
Consider the d-dimensional stochastic differential equation (SDE) with initial value x 0 , drift vector µ x (x) given by (1), and diffusion matrix σ x (x) obtained taking the square root of (2):
where w t is a d-dimensional Brownian motion (BM) with independent components. Equation (5) is short-hand notation for:
where T is the integration interval, the first integral is a standard (Riemann) integral, and the second integral is an Ito integral.
Assume that Assumption A.1 holds and that SDE (5) admits an weakly unique and non-explosive weak solution. Then the stochastic process defined by (4) with initial value x 0 converges in law to such solution. Moreover, this result continues to hold when x 0 is an independent and square integrable random variable, in which case the driving BM is independent of x 0 . In both cases, the convergence in law is on . Note that we use a stronger non-explosivity condition [4] . Alternatively, for this standard result the reader can refer to the monograph [6] on which [3] is based; yet another reference is [2] .
The reader is referred to the monograph [4] for a gentle introduction to SDEs and Ito integration theory. In Theorem A.1, the continuous-time interpolation x t of x l is introduced because we are seeking a continuous-time limiting process from a discrete-time process. Observe that the convergence established in Theorem A.1 is strong in the sense that it concerns with the convergence of the distribution of the stochastic process x t as a stochastic object on the whole time interval [0, T ] to the distribution of the diffusion limit. For instance, this convergence implies the joint convergence of x t1 , . . . , x tn for any collection of times t 1 , . . . , t n , and not only the convergence of the terminal value x T .
In Theorem A.1 we postulate the existence and weak uniqueness of a weak solution of the limiting SDE, and its non-explosive behavior. We consider weak solutions and weak (i.e. in law) uniqueness, instead of strong solutions and strong (pathwise) uniqueness, as we are interested exclusively in distributional aspects of the limiting process [3, 4] . Several assumptions exist in the literature in order to guarantee that the additional assumptions of Theorem A.1 are satisfied. The following assumptions suffice for our goals: Assumption A.2 (Weak Existence and Uniqueness). The functions µ x (x) and σ x (x) have two continuous partial derivatives. Assumption A.3 (Non-explosive Solution). There exist a finite C > 0 such that for each
When Assumption A.1 and Assumption A.2 hold (as it will be the case in all the ResNet models considered) but Assumption A.3 doesn't, we still obtain convergence to the unique solution of (5) but x t might diverge to infinity with positive probability as d l ↑ ∞.
A.2 Shallow Residual Limits -Multivariate Normal
In this section we state and prove two main theoretical contributions. Theorem A.2 gives us the most general limiting SDEs obtainable in shallow residual blocks architectures. It will be applied to concatenations that correspond to multiple inputs, and multiple positions in the convolutional case. Theorem A.3 tells us how to compute explicitly the form of the limiting SDEs for such concatenations. In both Theorem A.2 and Theorem A.3 the function ψ is not a scalar function applied element-wise but a function mapping between Real spaces of dimensionality d and h. This is needed to cover the case of concatenations mentioned above, as well as the convolutional transform in which φ will represent a patch-extraction operator followed by a scalar activation function application. Moreover, Assumption 2.2 is required only for φ, while the only requirement on ψ is for it to be locally bounded. The reason is that we are concerned in establishing that Assumption A.1 holds. The extra smoothness conditions on ψ in Assumption 2.2 will be used later in Theorem 2.1 and Corollary A.1 to establish that Assumption A.2 holds true.
Proof. We prove the result only for φ (ε), the case for
for |x| ≥ L then:
The first term is finite. The fact that the second term can be bounded by a finite and increasing function in σ 2 follows from the symmetry in law of ε and the form of its movement generating function.
Hereafter we suppress the dependency on l of vector and matrices and the conditioning in expectations and covariances in all proofs to ease the notation. We instead reserve subscripts for indexing: for example x i denotes the i-th element of the d-dimensional vector x. Theorem A.2. For l = 0, 1, . . . let:
, φ : R → R is applied element-wise and ψ :
. If Assumption 2.2 holds true for φ and ψ is locally bounded, then Assumption A.1 holds true with δ = 2 and:
Proof. Let h = (µ
. A second order Taylor expansion of φ around 0 yields for i = 1, . . . , d:
To prove (1) we want to show that ∀R > 0:
√ ∆t + b i and the distribution assumptions on W and b lead to
It remains to show that lim
which holds as ψ is locally bounded, and that
for which it suffices to show that sup x <R E φ (ε i )h
can be bounded by M (R) < ∞ uniformly in ∆t. By Cauchy-Schwarz:
Again, as ψ is locally bounded the constraint sup x <R corresponds to a constraint on the variance of h i hence the second sup is finite. By Lemma A.1 the first sup is finite too and not increasing in ∆t as |ε i | ≤ √ ∆t|h i | which allows us to produce the desired bound M (R). Regarding (3), following a first order Taylor expansion of φ around 0 we need to show that for i = 1, . . . , d and R > 0:
. Note that The term inside the expectation is composed of a sum of terms of the form kh
for integers n, m ≥ 0 and reals α > 0, k ∈ R. This results from repeated applications of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma A.1 as we did previously to prove (1).
Regarding (2), we can compute E[∆x(∆x) ]/∆t instead of V[∆x]/∆t as in the infinitesimal limit of ∆t ↓ 0 the two quantities have to agree due to the convergence of the infinitesimal mean that we have already established. Hence following two first order Taylor expansions of φ around 0 we need to show that for i, j = 1, . . . , d and R > 0:
The only term inside the expectation not vanishing in ∆t is 
Proof. To start we rewrite ∆X = ∆x 1 , . . . , ∆x n as:
We 
. Therefore we can apply Theorem A.2 to X which is of dimensionality n × d. The proof is completed by explicitly computing the form of µ X (X) and σ 2 X (X) from Theorem A.2.
A.3 Shallow Residual Limits -Tensor Normal
We prove Theorem 2.1 from the main text, and we also state and prove Corollary A.1 which specializes Theorem 2.1 to fully connected shallow residual blocks. In both cases, the result follow from an application of Theorem A.2 and Theorem A.3.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We apply Theorem A.3 to the concatenation x 1 , . . . , x dp , y 1 , . . . , y dp and notice that as ψ is twice differentiable with continuity Assumption A.2 is satisfied. This establishes convergence to the limiting SDE of Theorem A.3 jointly over 2 inputs and all positions via Theorem A.1. It remains to explicitly compute the covariance matrix from Theorem A.3, i.e. we want to show that for two positions γ = (h, w), γ = (h , w ) and two inputs x, y:
which results from: 
This completes the proof.
Corollary A.1. For l = 0, 1, . . . let:
converges to the (weakly) unique (weak) solution on the time interval [0, T ] of: 
xx (x, y) : R 2×dc → R where I dc is a d c dimensional vector of ones and I dc,dc is the d c × d c identity matrix.
Proof of Corollary A.1. This is a corollary of Theorem 2.1, for clarity we repeat the proof for this specific case. We apply Theorem A.3 to the concatenation [x, y] and notice that as ψ is twice differentiable with continuity Assumption A.2 is satisfied. This establishes convergence to the limiting SDE of Theorem A.3 jointly over 2 inputs via Theorem A.1. It remains to explicitly compute the covariance matrix from Theorem A.3, i.e. we want to show that for two inputs x, y: This completes the proof.
B Additional Numerical Experiments
In this section we stay in the setting of Section 4: parameters distributed according to Assumption 2.1, fully i.i.d. 0-mean case, σ figure; for each input the 5%, 50% and 95% quantiles are displayed in orange, case of swish activation.
We repeat the experiments of Section 4 for the swish activation function φ(x) = x sigmoid(x) which has been shown empirically to be competitive in numerous benchmarks in [5] . I this case φ (0) = φ (0) = 1/2 and Assumption A.3 is not satisfied. Indeed, when d c = 1 an application of Ito's Lemma [4] to y t = 1/x t shows that y t will cross 0 with positive probability, i.e. x t will diverge. Nonetheless, to produce the plots in We display in Fig. B. 3 the correlations over two inputs x 0 , y 0 for a given pre-activation (number 1) of the last layer of a deep feedforward fully connected network for two activation function when the parameters are on the EOC. This is the exact same setting that has been used to generate Figure  1 . We observe that all correlations are very close to 1. For comparison, we display in Fig. B.4 the correlations over two inputs x 0 , y 0 (with constant value as in Section 4) for a given channel (number 1) of the last layer of the identity resnet with fully connected shallow residual blocks of Section 4 for two activation functions. In this case the correlations for different inputs are far from 1. Note that due to the non-Gaussian distribution property a 0 correlation doesn't imply independence.
